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Zodiac of the Month
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Leo: Jul 23 - Aug 22
Ruled by Sun; Gemstone: Ruby; Lucky Day: Sunday; Lucky Number: 1

Sudden rise in luck when a venture takes off. Better chances of marriage or engagement for eligible ones. Businessmen and businesswomen perform better than employed. Food based infections or untimely schedules in eating seen. Students defeat competitors well in
examinations. Urinary tract or kidney infections are a threat.
Aries: Mar 20th - Apr 19th
Ruled by Mars
Gemstone: Red Coral
Lucky Day: Tuesday
Lucky Number: 9

With Mars sojourning your 7th house, relationships in and those heading towards marriage or permanence can jitter. Caution advised: control your temper in and outside the
bedroom. Remember anger is the result of
boiling blood, and I need not remind you
that the red planet Mars rules blood. Jupiter
still in 12th house can cause a prosperous
and satisfying overseas trip.
Taurus: Apr 20th - May 20th
Ruled by Venus
Gemstone: Diamond
Lucky Day: Friday
Lucky Number: 6

With Venus in the 5th and 6th houses
throughout August, fidelity and steadfastness in affairs is guaranteed. Health of partner or beloved not up to the mark. Income
increases for sure and pertains specifically
to professional gains. Saturn your destiny
and karma lord in 5th gives a connection of
these two areas to progeny. Take sexual
awareness seriously.
Gemini: May 21st - Jun 20th
Ruled by Mercury
Gemstone: Emerald
Lucky Day: Wednesday
Lucky Number: 5

Expenses skyrocket. Time spent in office
graphs up without commensurate monetarily
benefits. Mercury moods’ make you pensive, serious and jovial alternatively like a
vertical merry go round, mood swings as we
call them. Over indulgence in alcohol and
smoking can make you lose money and respect at critical junctures.
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Cancer: Jun 21 - Jul 22
Ruled by Moon; Gemstone: Pearl; Lucky Day:
Monday; Lucky Number: 2

double dating of some form. Those in cin- outing. Environmentalists get exceptional
ema or theatre should postpone important contracts. Career builds up solidly and job
change on cards for many. Believing stories
releases.
of spouse or beloved is a danger; you could
Virgo: Aug 23rd - Sep 22nd
be receiving a trail of lies. Some uncertainty
Ruled by Mercury
in life can be felt, especially at nights. Black
Gemstone: Emerald
color is better avoided.
Lucky Day: Wednesday
Lucky Number: 5

Perfect harmony in relationships
and marriage. Ideal health, fitness and energy levels keep you bubbling. Jupiter-Mars
opposition on 1-7th axis is exceptional for
resolving challenges in personal life. A big
time promotion is guaranteed too. Politicians and artists outperform. Good month
to achieve dreams.
Libra: Sep 23rd - Oct 22nd
Ruled by Venus
Gemstone: Diamond
Lucky Day: Friday
Lucky Number: 6

Some desire is left out there.
You probably keep waiting till you exhaust.
This is the time to improve your looks and
youthful vigor, and concentrate on romance.
Career is okay and no damage is done for
sure. White color, diamonds, clean white
cottons are lucky charms. Listening to a
person of opposite sex is useful.
Scorpio: Oct 23rd - Nov 21st
Ruled by Mars and Pluto,
Gemstone: Red Coral,
Lucky Day: Tuesday
Lucky Number: 9
Good luck for progeny. Ladies
desiring conception may get good news.
Brain sharpens itself, courtesy of Jupiter, the
intelligent star, in 5th house of wisdom.
Blood pressure may shoot up with stress.
Career is best described as stupid boss plus
ambiguous role definition plus no salary
jump. This is an above average month.

Sagittarius: Nov 22nd - Dec 21st
Ruled by Jupiter;
Sudden unearned wealth, small or big, may Gemstone: Yellow Sapphire;
Lucky Day: Thursday;
be parental gift, ancestral division of land or Lucky Number: 3

forgotten accumulated money coming in Greenery, natural resources and fresh prisyour sight suddenly. Relationships fare av- tine air may be experienced by a picnic or
eragely with 2nd fortnight causing friction or
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Capricorn: Dec 22nd - Jan 19th
Ruled by Saturn
Gemstone: Blue Sapphire
Lucky Day: Saturday
Lucky Number: 8

A below average month with last week a
silver lining in the dark cloud. Slow flow of
cash, job giving jolts and no praises, spouse
or beloved making taunts. The last week
uplifts spirits as the Sun improves its degrees. A sibling could be a source of joy,
though casually. Danger of entering a useless court case; hence try solutions outside
the judiciary system.
Aquarius: Jan 20th - Feb 18th
Ruled by Saturn and Uranus
Gemstone: Blue Sapphire
Lucky Day: Saturday
Lucky Number: 8

Really great times. Ample money, buying of
jewelry, update on all activities to favor,
interaction with family giving solace, more
reading writing and publishing, increased
attraction towards opposite sex, emphasis on
oratory power are salient points. The minus
point is break up of an ongoing or potential
partnership in business.
Pisces: Feb 19th - Mar 19th
Ruled by Jupiter and
Neptune
Gemstone: Yellow Sapphire
Lucky Day: Thursday
Lucky Number: 3

Simplicity rules the month. Weight gaining
is possible, so diet and exercise. Hair style is
modified according to trendy fashions. Formal auspicious marriage ceremony for those
that are single and eligible. Relationships
tend to close in: love element and compatibility strengthens. Yellow color, mango,
saffron and golden topaz are powerful
charms.
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